Progression of Text-Dependent Questions

**Text Dependent Questions**
II-R-4:HI-3: locating facts and answering questions about text.

**General Understandings**
II-R-4:HI-5: sequencing a story or event with a beginning, middle and end with transition words/phrases in complete sentences.
II-R-4:HI-7: summarizing the main idea and details from text, using complete sentences.

**Key Details**
II-R-4:HI-3: locating facts and answering questions about text.
II-R-4:HI-7: summarizing the main idea and details from text, using complete sentences.
II-R-4:HI-8: extracting and interpreting specific information from external text features of text.
II-R-4:HI-11: describing characters from a literary selection.
II-R-4:HI-12: describing the setting from a literary selection.
II-R-4:HI-13: summarizing the key events from a literary selection.
II-R-4:HI-19: locating specific information by using organizational features (e.g., titles, table of contents, heading captions, bold print, glossary, indices) in expository text.

**Vocabulary and Text Structure**
II-R-4:HI-10: identifying cause and effect of specific events in a literary selection.
II-R-4:HI-14: identifying and describing the plot in a literary selection.
II-R-4:HI-19: locating specific information by using organizational features (e.g., titles, table of contents, heading captions, bold print, glossary, indices) in expository text.
II-R-4:HI-20: identifying words (nouns, adjective, verbs and adverbs) that the author selects in a literary selection to create a graphic visual image.
II-R-4:HI-21: identifying words that the author selects to create a rich auditory experience (alliteration, onomatopoeia) in a literary selection.

**Author's Purpose**

**Inferences**
II-R-4:HI-3

**Opinions, Arguments, Intertextual Connections**
II-R-4: HI-6: making connections to text while reading (text-to-text and text-to-self).